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Bermingham
Construction
Ltd.
completed a very challenging project
for Sterling Marine Fuels in Windsor,
Ontario. This project consisted of a
shoring wall totaling 142 linear meters
on both sides of the Detroit river slip as
well as foundation piling for various new installations on the property.
To access the shoreline on the south side of the slip, Bermingham had to pass over an exposed pipeline that
transported asphalt cement. BCL designed and constructed a temporary bridge to move equipment and material
closer to the shore. This bridge consisted of sheet pile walls on either side of the pipeline and various size wide‐
flange beams to function as struts and walers. The resulting frame was overlain by timber mats bound together with
steel cable ties. This temporary bridge was utilized throughout the project as access to and egress from the south
shoreline.
The ground conditions necessitated that the sheet pile walls on both sides of the slip be capable of resisting
significant moments. BCL used a very heavy section for the sheet pile (SKZ 36) to provide adequate moment
resistance. This project was the first time this heavy sectioned sheet pile was used in North America. This section is
13.6‐mm thick and weighs 129.2‐kg/m. The fact that the sheets ranged in height from 10.7‐m to 15.3‐m, presented a
challenge for material handling and installation. BCL overcame these challenges using 100‐ton crane with 28‐m of
boom and a Foster 4200 vibratory hammer capable of producing driving forces of up to 121‐tons. Bermingham also
drove 2,300 lineal‐meters of H‐Piles for various structural elements. These structures included an intricate conveyor
system involving piles on a variety of batters. BCL used its vertical travel lead system and hydraulic spotter to drive
these battered piles.
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Another important feature of this project was the elements. Windsor was hit by one of the worst winters it had
experienced in years, with several snow storms and un‐seasonably low temperatures throughout most of the season.
Bermingham displayed its ability to work in cold conditions as work proceeded uninterrupted by the weather. The
project was completed on schedule and the quality of the finished product was outstanding.

